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The k-exact multiple correction scheme is a promising approach to incorporate a high-
order accuracy into existing unstructured Finite-Volume solvers. Essential for this scheme
are recursive applications of correction matrices on Green-Gauss derivatives, which enhance
the accuracy and require only the exchange of information between adjacent elements. In
this work, a detailed analysis of the eigenstructure of these correction matrices is employed
for a vertex-centered multiple-correction scheme, that features spatially a third order of
accuracy on unstructured meshes. It is presented, how the matrix eigenvalues change due
to deformation for a single element. Furthermore, we demonstrate that these eigenvalues
can be used for the calculation of a new grid metric, which is an excellent indicator for
the distortion and the connectivity of a grid. The relation of this indicator to the numer-
ical error is highlighted through a linear advection benchmark for various discretization
schemes. Through this it is also shown, that the k-exact multiple-correction schemes are
less affected by grid distortions than conventional schemes.
I. Introduction
Due to enhanced resolution properties, higher-order methods can significantly reduce the computational
effort for the simulation of complex flows in comparison to conventional discretization schemes.1 In recent
years, more and more methods have been established which enable a higher order of accuracy to be realized
even for complex geometries. Examples include the Discontinuous Galerkin and Spectral Volume methods or
the Flux Reconstruction approach.2 However, a considerable effort is required to implement such high-order
methods into existing flow solvers, since these are often based on the Finite-Volume method and are therefore
limited due to the underlying data structure. The k-exact reconstruction approach offers the possibility to
increase the spatial accuracy of Finite-Volume solvers with moderate effort and can significantly improve
the accuracy of the solution. The approach is based on a generalized Godunov scheme and goes back to the
work of Barth and Frederickson.3,4 The solution is reconstructed locally in every control volume by means of
polynomial functions of degree k, whose coefficients are generally estimated through a least-squares approach
from volume-averages of a compact stencil of elements. However, as the order of accuracy increases, these
stencils must include a higher number of elements to maintain a robust discretization scheme. This leads
to parallelization concerns since information is required from elements that are not adjacent. Haider et
al.5–7 presented a general procedure to maintain k-exactness on unstructured grids, that only requires the
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exchange of information between face-neighboring elements and thus enhances the parallelization of the
scheme. It is based on a recursive correction of approximate successive derivatives, which are estimated
with a least-squares approach. The approach was adapted in the so called multiple-correction approach by
Pont et al.8 Here, the required derivatives are calculated with a Green-Gauss formulation, which results in
a better performance on highly deformed grids. The correction of the Green-Gauss gradients is based on
correction matrices, which ensure the k-exactness of derivatives even on highly distorted grids. The approach,
initially derived for cell-centered grids, has recently been extended for vertex-centered grids by Setzwein et
al.9 Vertex-centered grids typically feature a higher number of neighbors per element and thus enhance the
overall approximation, since more degrees of freedom are available loacally to estimate the reconstruction
polynomials. The major difference to the cell-centered approach is the calculation of the correction matrices.
This results from the fact, that the flow data in the vertex-centered approach is generally not stored at
the elements geometric centroids.9 This difference is incorporated into the correction matrices through grid
dependent metrics, that are referred to as geometric volume moment tensors. Since these correction matrices
contain so much information about the grid structure, it should be possible to exploit them to measure the
grid quality. Furthermore, a better understanding on how these matrices behave upon mesh deformation
will lead to a further insight into the k-exact multiple-correction approach for vertex-centered grids.
II. The k-Exact Multiple-Correction Approach
This section gives a brief overview on the 2-exact reconstruction for vertex-centered unstructured grids.
Details on the derivation of the scheme can be found in the authors previous work.9 The main purpose for
the discretization scheme is to enhance the accuracy of the convective operator of any transport equation.
We thus restrict ourselves to the discretization of the divergence form of the convective operator, which
describes the convection of a physical quantity φ(x, t) in an incompressible flowfield with velocity u(x, t)
∂φ
∂t
+∇ · (uφ) = 0. (1)
Equation (1) is solved in a domain Ω ⊂ Rd, which is discretized by a mesh of N non-overlapping complex
polyhedral cells. This mesh is referred to as the median dual grid tesselation D(Ω) and it is the edge-based
representation of a primary grid P(Ω) consisting of linear elements. Two elements Ωα and Ωβ are considered
to be adjacent if they share a commong face Aαβ . All adjacent elements of a cell Ωα are referred to as its
1st neighborhood, signed as V(1)α . The nth neighborhood of Ωα is defined recursively via the neighborhoods
of its adjacent elements V(n)α :=
⋃
γ∈V(n−1)α
V(1)γ . Figure 1 shows a primary grid P(Ω), its respective median








Figure 1: Median dual grid in 2D, indicated in solid lines. The corresponding primary grid is drawn in
dashed lines. The simulation variables are stored at the location of primary grid nodes, e.g. xα or xβ .
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In the scope of a Godunov scheme, the volume-averaging is applied to equation (1) and the volume-averages










(uφ) · ndA = 0. (3)
The surface integrals are referred to as fluxes and must be approximated in order to close the system
of equations. Essentially, three steps are required to solve equation (3) with the k-exact reconstruction
method.3 First, the solution for every primitive field variable is reconstructed locally in the vicinity of each
element Ωα from the known volume-averages at a timestep tn. The fluxes at the element interfaces are then
approximated with a higher order accuracy using the reconstructed solution of the adjacent elements. Finally,
the system of equations is evolved in time by solving for new volume-averages at timestep tn+1. In this work,
a 2-exact the multiple-correction approach is employed for the reconstruction step and Taylor-polynomials
are used to approximate the solution in the vicinity of an element Ωα. This leads to the following definition
for the 2-exact reconstruction polynomial of the scalar quantity φ:
















(xi − xi,α) (xj − xj,α) +O(h3), (4)
with h being a characteristic cell width of the median dual mesh. The value φα refers to a 2-exact approxi-
mation of φ at the primary grid node xα. It can be estimated if the volume-averaging operation is applied
to the reconstruction polynomial (4)


















The terms M(α,α)i and M
(α,α)
ij refer to as rank p geometric volume moment tensors and can be calculated











The first superscript β denotes the volume Ωβ for performing the averaging and the second superscript α
denotes the point xα used for centering the moment. Only moment tensorsM(α,α)i1i2...ip must be stored for each
element, since the moment tensorM(β,α)i1i2...ip between two adjacent cells α and β can be deduced from binomial
expansion.10,11 Finally, in order to maintain a third order accurate reconstruction of φ on Ωα, it remains to













O(h). This could be done via a least-squares approach over a stencil of elements in the vicinity of Ωα. But
especially for d = 3 a high number of elements is required to ensure a stable reconstruction. This would
lead to performance losses and would complicate the parallelization of the scheme, since many elements
must be accessed that are not adjacent to another. This problem does not arise for the multiple-correction
method, because the unknown derivatives are determined through approximate Green-Gauss gradients, that
only involve exchange of information between adjacent elements. Since these derivatives do not meet the k-
exactness criterion, they must be successively corrected to higher levels of accuracy using geometric matrices,
which are calculated prior to the simulation. The first derivative to compute is a 0-exact gradient operator,


















This gradient is multiplied with a matrix Gα in order to obtain a 1-exact gradient formulation that ensures
an accuracy of O(h) on arbitrary grids. The resulting 1-exact gradient operator at the cell centroid xα is
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This expression is simply a Green-Gauss gradient operation applied to the respective geometric moment
tensor entries. It must be noticed that the centering of the geometric volume moments in equation (10)
varies according to the respective element Ωα. Figure 2 shows the influence of the deformation of a median
dual element Ωα on its surrounding elements. The deformation leads to a change of the geometric volume
momentsMj of Ωα and its neighbors. This change is incorporated in the matrix Gα and is used to correct the
approximate Green-Gauss gradients. Therefore, the matrix should contain information about the distorition
of a grid, which could be used to inidcate the mesh quality prior to the simulation. This will be examined




(b) Deformation in x1-direction
x
(c) Deformation in x1-x2-direction
Figure 2: Influence of the deformation of Ωα (indicated in blue) on its surrounding elements. Red thick lines
denote the median dual grid and black thin lines indicate the primary grid.
The second derivative of φ(x) is approximated by applying the Green-Gauss gradient operator on the

















































a form that ensures an accuracy of O(h) on arbitrary grids. To express this linear mapping in terms of a
matrix multiplication, all symmetric rank two tensors are vectorized, as for example the Hessian matrix and
the geometric volume tensor. Such vectorized tensors will be denoted by a circumflex and their entries are
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[Mkl ]α denotes the 0-exact Hessian matrix operator of equation (11) applied on the
rank two volume moment tensor. Since both Hα and Gα depend on approximate derivatives of the geometric
volume moment tensors, they rely only on the mesh geometry and can be calculated and inverted prior to
the simulation. Finally, a 2-exact gradient operator is estimated through a further correction operation. It
































































As soon as the derivatives for every field variable have been estimated, the flux function can be evaluated
on the element interfaces. The flux integration is performed through a single point formula, which preserves
a 2-exact reconstruction. The approach can be derived by expanding a Taylor-series of degree two around
a single point xΓ on the interface Aαβ between two adjacent elements Ωα and Ωβ . If all primitive field


















The terms ṁΓ, ṁj,Γ and ṁkl,Γ, referred to as massflux tensors of rank zero, one and two and can be calculated
according to



















ṁij,Γ := uk,ΓS(αβ)k,ij . (18c)
The terms S(αβ) are designated as rank p geometric surface tensors and arise due to the surface-integration









The subscripts i and jp are separated by a comma, in order to highlight that i indicates the face normal




. The superscript in brackets specifies
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the adjacent elements Ωα and Ωβ of the face on which point xΓ for the Taylor-series expansion is located.
The rank 0 geometric surface tensor S(αβ)i denotes the joint normal of all sub-faces of a median dual cell
face Aαβ . All surface tensors depend solely on the geometry of the median-dual grid and can be computed
in a preprocessing step prior to the simulation. The massflux tensors at the interface node xΓ are calculated
with a central averaging of the reconstructed values from both adjacent elements. The scalar field variable
φΓ is approximated according to






































where U is the upwind and D the downwind direction at the interface and ∆xi = xi,D − xi,U denotes the
distance vector from the upwind to the downwind node. It must be noted, that φU and φD are values of φ at
the respective primary grid nodes and must be approximated from the underlying reconstruction polynomial
























































By adjustment of the coefficients α, β, γ it is possible to blend between different discretization schemes.
Table 1 shows parameters that lead to a 2-exact, a 1-exact and to a 0-exact, conventional central differencing
scheme (CDS). Depending on the exactness of the scheme, the respective correction operations on the
derivatives are applied. For the 0-exact schemes, point values such as φU reduce to volume averages φU .
The parameter θ is utilized for the 2- and 1-exact schemes in order to apply a bias towards the element of
the upwind direction and thus stabilizing the solution.
Table 1: Parameters for the flux calculation with different discretization schemes.
Scheme αU αD βU βD γU γD
k = 2 (1 + θ)/2 (1− θ)/2 (1 + θ)/4 −(1− θ)/4 (1 + θ)/8 (1− θ)/8
k = 1 (1 + θ)/2 (1− θ)/2 (1 + θ)/4 −(1− θ)/4 0 0
CDS 1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0
III. Analysis of k-Exact Correction Matrices
The eigenvalues of the matrices Gα and Hα are analyzed for d = 3 with a primary grid featuring 6×6×6
hexahedral elements of equal size. The matrices are calculated for the median dual grid element Ωα, which is
located at the center of the entire domain and whose surface is defined by 27 vertices. To apply a deformation
on the element, its primary grid node xα is displaced by an amount of δx in any direction in space, prior to
the construction of the median dual elements. The displacement results in a deformation of the respective
element and also its direct neighbors, as already shown for d = 2 in Figure 2. For the further analysis, the
displacement δx is adjusted in three different directions, which are shown in Figure 3. To get an overview
on how the element is distorted with respect to the displacement of xα, the aspect ratio Aα is calculated for









) , ∀β ∈ V(1)α , (23)
with the surface area ||Sαβ ||. The variation of the aspect ratio for Ωα is shown in Figure 4a. The maximum
displacements δx vary with the direction, in order to keep the primary grid node xα contained within the
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(a) Displacement in x1-direction (b) Displacement in x1-x2-direction (c) Displacement in x1-x2-x3-direction
Figure 3: Directions of displacement used for the investigation of the matrix eigenvalues.Yellow dots represent
primary grid nodes, the green dot represents the geometric center of the median dual element.
median dual element. Generally, the aspect ratio rises with the displacement of the pirmary grid node xα.
Only slight variations are obtained, when the direction of δx is changed. The lowest values are obtained,
when a displacement in the x1-x2-x3 direction is applied. In contrast to the aspect ratio, Figures 4b and 4c
show how the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the gradient correction matrix Gα change with the
displacement δx. For a non-distorted element with δx = 0, all eigenvalues equal to a value of one. With
increasing displacement, the minimum eigenvalues fall below a value of one, whereas the maximum eigen-
values increase. If a unidirectional displacement in x1-direction is applied, the minimum eigenvalue decrease
is stronger than for the displacement in x1-x2 direction. The lowest decrease appears for the direction x1-
x2-x3. Similarly, the maximum eigenvalues incerease to a greater extent for both x1- and x1-x2-direction.
Interestingly, all eigenvalues of Gα consist only of real parts, independent of the amount or the direction of
δx. A different behaviour is observed for the eigenvalues of the Hessian correction matrix Hα, which also
feature complex parts in certain areas of the displacement space. The locations of xα at which Hα contains
complex eigenvalues are indicated as red dots in Figure 5a. The blue dots are the locations, at which the
eigenvalues of Hα only contain real parts. It seems that complex eigenvalues occur at positions symmetric to
the geometric centroid of the non-distorted element. Since matrix Gα only contains real parted eigenvalues,
the correction operation in equation (8) can be seen as a scaling of the 0-exact gradient operator, such that











(a) Aspect ratio Aα












(b) Minimum eigenvalue λmin












(c) Maximum eigenvalue λmax
Figure 4: Variation of the element aspect ratio and the eigenvalues of the gradient correction matrix Gα
with displacement δx of the primary grid node xα into various directions.
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(a) Appearance of real and complex eigen-
values. Dots highlight the primary grid
node location xα
















(b) Minimum absolute eigenvalue |λmin|















(c) Maximum absolute eigenvalue |λmax|
Figure 5: Variation of the eigenvalues of the Hessian correction matrix Gα with displacement δx of the
primary grid node xα into various directions.
















(a) Indicator calculated from eigenvalues of Gα
















(b) Indicator calculated from eigenvalues of Hα
Figure 6: Variation of the indicator I and the aspect ratio Aα with primary grid node displacement δx.
it satisfies the constraints for a 1-exact reconstruction polynomial, which is essentially a linear function.
Contrary, matrix Hα is needed for the correction of a 2-exact polynomial, which introduces a further degree
of freedom. The appearance of complex eigenvalues can thus be interpreted as a a rotatory operation applied
on the 0-exact Hessian matrix operator in Equation (13). The absolute minmum and maximum eigenvalues
of the Hessian correction matrix change in a similar manner with the displacement as for matrix Gα. This
is shown in Figures 5b and 5c. Similarly to the gradient correction matrix, all eigenvalues of Hα equal to a
value of one for the undistorted element.
In order to incorporate all eigenvalues into a single metric, we introduce the indicator I. It is calculated






(λi − 1)2. (24)
Figure 6 shows the correlation of I with the aspect ratio Aα for both gradient and Hessian correction
matrices. The points refer to different displacements δx and the three lines denote the paths of displacement
along a specified direction. For both matrices, the indicator I equals to zero if no distortion is applied. The
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high variation of I(Gα) over the aspect ratio indicates, that the introduced grid metric incorporates a higher
amount of information on the distortion level of the grid. This behaviour is less distinct for matrix Hα, since
both the displacement in x1-x2 and x1-x2-x3 direction produce similar values. Hence the main focus of the
following work will be on the inidcator I(Gα).
IV. Application to Linear Convection Test Case
The indicator I(Gα) is furthermore investigated through the solution of equation (3) on different grids
and for the discretization schemes proposed in Table 1. A value of θ = 0 is employed for the k-exact schemes,
since no upwinding is required to stabilize the solution. We consider the convection of a scalar quantity φ,
whose initial distribution is a Gaussian pulse function





with x0 = [L/2, L/2]
T
. The scalar is transported in a uniform flow field u = [U∞, 0]
T
through a domain
x ∈ [0, L]2 with unit length L. Table 2 shows the employed parameters for the test case. Periodic boundary
conditions are utilized in x1-direction, whereas for the x2-direction symmetry boundaries are applied. A
convection distance of 3L is used and the degrees of freedom are set to NDOF = {162, 322, 642, 1282, 2562}.
The Crank-Nicolson scheme is utilized for the temporal discretization and a CFL number of 0.1 is employed






∇ · (uφ)n+1 + 1
2
∇ · (uφ)n = 0. (26)
Table 2: Parameters used for the linear advection test case.
Parameter L U∞ β σ
Value 0.1 20 0.02 0.0075
Three different grid types with different levels of distortion are employed, which are shown in Figure 7.
The first two primary grid types consists only of triangles, whereas the third grid also incorporates quadri-
lateral elements. For this arrangement of elements, the median dual elements feature a lower number of
direct neighbors and the connectivity-direction is arranged more anisotropicly. As it will be shown below,
this anisotropy significantly reduces the accuracy of the conventional CDS scheme, even though the number
of degrees of freedom remains the same and no element distortion is applied. Each grid can be characterized
by means of a histogram of estimated indicator values and the respective ensemble means I(Gα), as shown
in Figures 8 to 10. For reasons of clarity, the histograms for the coarse grid with NDOF = 16
2 is not shown.
(a) Right triangles (b) Skewed triangles (c) Right triangles and quadri-
laterals
Figure 7: Grids used for the linear convection test case. Primary grid P(Ω) connectivities are shown in black
and the respective median dual grid representation D(Ω) in red.
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The grids with right triangles feature the lowest mean values with a distinct peak in the histograms near
a value of zero, as shown in Figures 8a to 8d. The small peaks at I(Gα) ≈ 0.1 are artifacts due to the
applied symmetry boundary conditions in x2-direction, where adjacent elements feature different geometric
moment tensors. These peaks diminish as the number of degrees of freedom is rising, since the overall share
of boundary elements is decreasing. This leads also to the fact, that the mean indicator value decreases with
higher values of NDOF. The meshes with deformed triangles feature broader distributions of I(Gα) and
higher mean values than the right triangle mesh. However, as the domain is discretized by a sufficient num-
ber of elements, the effect of deformation becomes negligible which is visible through the sharp histogram
profile for NDOF = 256
2 in Figure 9d. The histograms in Figures 10 are calculated for the meshes with
mixed elements and show the highest values for I(Gα), which are present by means of two dominant peaks.
These peaks arise regardless of NDOF and can be associated with the two primary grid element types. The
mean indicator values differ by about an order of magnitude compared to the other grid types. Interestingly,
this occurs even though the employed primary grid elements are not deformed at all. The fact, that these
two distinct peaks do not disappear as NDOF is increased supports the hypothesis that the indicator I(Gα)
reflects the anisotropic connectivity of the median dual elements of this grid type.






1.00 (G ) =  0.013
(a) NDOF = 32
2






1.00 (G ) =  0.006
(b) NDOF = 64
2






1.00 (G ) =  0.003
(c) NDOF = 128
2






1.00 (G ) =  0.002
(d) NDOF = 256
2
Figure 8: Histograms of indicator I(Gα) for grids consisting of right triangles.






1.00 (G ) =  0.051
(a) NDOF = 32
2






1.00 (G ) =  0.044
(b) NDOF = 64
2






1.00 (G ) =  0.019
(c) NDOF = 128
2






1.00 (G ) =  0.004
(d) NDOF = 256
2
Figure 9: Histograms of indicator I(Gα) for grids consisting of skewed triangles.
Figure 11 shows results of the convergence study of the linear convection test case for various grids and















with the volume-averaged, exact solution φ
ex
α and the total number of elementsNDOF. For both the grids that
consist of right and skewed triangles, all three schemes preserve their prescribed levels of accuracy as the grids
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1.00 (G ) =  0.105
(a) NDOF = 32
2






1.00 (G ) =  0.105
(b) NDOF = 64
2






1.00 (G ) =  0.106
(c) NDOF = 128
2






1.00 (G ) =  0.106
(d) NDOF = 256
2
Figure 10: Histograms of indicator I(Gα) for grids consisting of right triangles and quadrilaterals.











0.003 0.01 0.03 0.08
1/ NDOF
Skewed triangles
0.003 0.01 0.03 0.08
1/ NDOF
Right triangles / quads
k = 2 k = 1 CDS
Figure 11: Error convergence for the linear advection test case with varying degrees of freedom on different
grids. The dashed lines represent error slopes O(h3), O(h2) and O(h). The exactness of the reconstruction
poylnomial is given by the value of k.
are refined. The 2-exact scheme features the lowest errors, followeder by the 1-exact reconstruction method
and the conventional CDS scheme. Comparing the results from both grids shows that the deformation of
the triangular elements results in a shift of the convergence curves towards higher error levels. This error
is relatively small for all schemes and is majorly noticeable for the 2-exact scheme. A different result is
obtained, when the mesh is employed that consists of both quadrilateral and triangular grid elements, as
shown on the right in Figure 11. Regardless of the grid resolution, the CDS scheme leads to an invalid
solution for this grid type. This causes the respective error curve to remain constant even when the finest
grid resolution is used. In contrast, both 1- and 2-exact methods preserve the solution with nearly the same
accuracies as for the right triangle mesh. However, for k = 2 the overall order of accuracy slightly reduces
to O(h2). The solution that is obtained with all three schemes on the mixed element grid is highlighted in
Figure 12. The k-exact schemes both preserve the shape of the Gaussian pulse well, even though the 1-exact
solution features a higher dispersive and dissipative error. In contrast to this, the shape of the pulse in the
solution with the conventional CDS scheme is almost no more to be recognized. It should be noted, that
this results only due to the fact that this grid type offers less interconnections between the primary grid
nodes than the right triangle mesh. It can also be stated, that both k-exact methods are generally better in
handling such anisotropic meshes than the conventional discretization approach.
Figure 13 shows the relation between the numerical error and the ensemble mean indicator I(Gα) calcu-
lated for the respective grids. It can be observed for both k-exact schemes, that the numerical error remains
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Figure 12: Solution of φα with different discretization schemes on the grid of right triangles and quadrilaterals
with NDOF = 128
2. The analytic solution of φ is shown by means of black iso-contours.










10 2 10 1
(G )
k = 1
10 2 10 1
(G )
CDS
N = 16 N = 32 N = 64 N = 128 N = 256
Figure 13: Error convergence of the linear advection test case with variyng indicator I(Gα) for different
discretization schemes. The exactness of the reconstruction poylnomial is given by the value of k.
constant for a desired resolution as the mean indicator values vary. However, as soon as a certain threshold
is reached, the error increases with the I(Gα). The threshold for the 2-exact scheme lies approximately
below a value of EL2(Ω) ≤ 10−3. It can not be identifiert for the 1-exact method, since the threshold has
probably not been surpassed. The behaviour is similar for the conventional CDS scheme, but the threshold
at which the error is influenced by the mean indicator is reached for significantly higher values of EL2(Ω).
V. Conclusion
The eigenstructure of correction matrices used in the k-exact multiple-correction scheme for vertex-
centered grids has been investigated in detail within this work. These matrices are needed for a k-exact
correction of Green-Gauss derivatives, in order to obtain a spatially higher order of accuracy, even on
deformed meshes. The impact on the eigenvalues due to deformation was shown for both the gradient
and Hessian correction matrix by means of a single median dual element. It could be observed, that the
eigenvalues not only reflect the amount of distortion, but also incorporate the direction of the element
deformation. An indicator has been formulated based on the L2-norm of the eigenvalues, which allows a
quantitative measure for the skewness and the anisotropic connectivity of investigated grids. By employing
this indicator for a linear convection test case, it was demonstrated that the order of accuracy achieved
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by the standard CDS discretization scheme deteriorates with the grid anisotropy. In contrast, the k-exact
schemes developed are quite insensitive to the grid anisotropy. Only for the finest grid resolution used a
dependency can be observed for the 2-exact reconstruction, which will be investigated further. Despite this,
the overall error level for the 2-exact reconstruction is the lowest of all discretization schemes compared
in the paper. In summary, it could be shown that the indicator serves well as a grid metric to evaluate
unstructured Finite-Volume grids. Further benchmark test cases should be investigated in future works, in
order to gain a more in-depth understanding of the proposed indicator and its relation to different grades of
grid distortion. It should also be examined wether the indicator can be used to enhance the element quality
for adaptive-grid simulations with anisotropic mesh adaptation.
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